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ABSTRACT
Teachers have tried to teach their students by introducing text books along with verbal instructions in
traditional education system. However, teaching and learning methods could be changed for developing
Information and Communication Technology (ICT). It's time to adapt students with interactive learning
system so that they can improve their learning, catching, and memorizing capabilities. It is indispensable to
create high quality and realistic leaning environment for students. Visual learning can be easier to
understand and deal with their learning. We developed visual learning materials (an overview of solar
system) in the form of video for students of primary level using different multimedia application tools. The
objective of this paper is to examine the impact of student’s abilities to acquire new knowledge or skills
through visual learning materials and blended leaning that is integration of visual learning materials with
teacher’s instructions. We visited a primary school in Dhaka city for this study and conducted teaching
with three different groups of students (i) teacher taught students by traditional system on same materials
and marked level of student’s ability to adapt by a set of questions (ii) another group was taught with only
visual learning material and assessment was done with 15 questionnaires, (iii) the third group was taught
with the video of solar system combined with teacher’s instructions and assessed with the same
questionnaires. This integration of visual materials (solar system) with verbal instructions is a blended
approach of learning. The interactive blended approach greatly promoted students ability of acquisition of
knowledge and skills. Students response and perception were very positive towards the blended technique
than the other two methods. This interactive blending leaning system may be an appropriate method
especially for school children.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interactive learning means compute-based learning system which response to the students’
actions by presenting contents such as texts, graphics, animation, video, audio etc [1]. We have
chance to change our traditional reading and memorization habits with interesting contents by
effective use of technology. Different communication media have promoted implementation of
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this technology. Learning environment is the big factor to adapt students with their learning
system. Multimedia Technology can help to create high quality learning environments especially
for students through , different medias like texts, graphics, sound, animation etc. It is true that
traditional education is slowly moving away from pen-and-paper correspondence courses,
allowing for a more interactive, integrated learning environment [2]. The term ‘blended learning’
has gained considerable attention in recent years as particular forms of teaching with technology.
The combination of traditional learning with media and tools are employed as blended learning.
The Department for Education and Skills in 2003 [3], for example, provided the following
definition:
"If someone is learning in a way that uses information and communication technologies, they are
using e-learning. They could be a pre-school child playing an interactive game; they could be a
group of pupils collaborating on a history project with pupils in another country via the Internet –
it all counts as e-learning."
Actually due to the disadvantages of E-Learning a new approach ‘blended learning’ has been
developed [4]. The purpose of blended learning is to discover the mixing of media [5] in
education system. The main focus of this research will be to determine most effective learning
methods. Our study will observe to test the following hypotheses:
a. The effectiveness of visual learning when integrated with a traditional learning
b. To observe students performance after learning blended education mode
The basic concept of classroom based tuition will be combined with interactive multimedia
resources. Blended learning comes in many shapes and types. It may be used to enhance the
traditional lecture with additional readings, electronic instructor notes and images of charts,
graphs, or other handouts in one course. Indeed, teaching is the passion and relationship between
the teacher and the student. Technology is seen as being possibly useful in supporting face-toface teaching, enabling students to interact with learning material [4]. Main purpose of this study
is to investigate primary level students’ responses on multimedia contents in learning geography
(solar system) with animated models and information. This paper is organized following by
literature review, methodology, result analysis, and conclusion.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Modern education and communication environments can offer alternative ways in the learning
process. Technology has been widely used in educational technologies. It is very near when
multimedia tools will be perfect utilization in education sector. Using interactive multimedia in
the teaching process is growing in the present context. Interactive learning plays a very important
role in assisting students in learning processes [6]. It has possibility to enhance the early
education system with multimedia technologies. The positive impact of the developed program on
students abilities is to understand new knowledge or skills. Multimedia education offers an
alternative to traditional education that can enhance the current methods and provide an
alternative. Similarly, another group of researchers [7] developed an English short play as a
teaching material to promote children's (second language learners) English learning attitude and
interests that was presented to all classmates and evaluated by three professors. The findings of
the study reveal that incorporating project-based learning into the development of an English
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short play can effectively guide students in creating the short play effectively. Animation media
can help children to adopt their English vocabulary and receive higher average score than those
who apply the normal one at statistical significance level [8]. It is a beneficial teaching material to
stimulate and support the learners, especially at 5 to 6 years old to enjoy the class with good
results.
Some work conducted at Sri Lankan universities in integrating web-based learning and interactive
computer aided language learning in English as a Second Language and foreign languages proved
to be most successful in enhancing student performance. This promising multimedia technology
is worthy for both school and higher education. An interactive multimedia courseware with
storytelling approach supports learning process and the knowledge could be delivered and
recognized easier [9]. It is obvious that method of interaction design for enhancing children’s
cognitive ability is essential [10]. Interactive materials are effective for pre-school students. They
can adopt with materials very quickly.
Islam [11] wanted to know the feeling of students when learning materials was playing. All
students were very enthusiastic and wanted to see the video more when stopped video. Lukman
[12] identifies the commonalities and differences within non-traditional learning methods
regarding virtual and real-world environments. A lot of research done where compared online and
traditional face-to-face instruction. There are no important difference between face-to-face and
online system; any differences that might exist were usually a consequence of teacher
involvement and of the commitment of the institution learning process [13]-[20]. Computer aided
language learning process is very important and children can take it quickly [21]. There a lot of
multimedia institute in Dhaka city and they can produce world quality work. Animation industry
in Dhaka city has good prospect although some obstacle need to overcome for success [22]. The
requirements for making learning materials are very essential where [23]-[24] described briefly.
The research [25]-[29] has been organized within the five developmental dimensions through
which young children learn: social and emotional, language development, physical well-being
and motor development, cognitive and general knowledge, and approaches toward learning. And
they explore the research on the effectiveness of interactive media to teach disabled, learning
disabled and at-risk students. Research review was to provide a description of what future
interactive media, especially interactive television, will look like and what their educational
potential might be [28]. The multimedia courseware developed for teaching especially pre-school
or primary school students. It has a positive impact for promoting learning but designing and
developing the materials for their engagement are essential aspects for paying careful attention.

3. METHODOLOGY
We have completed our study in two phases.
Firstly, we have developed a solar system learning materials using different multimedia tools like
3D Studio Max. We put animated solar information along with voice of a character inside
materials who describes the solar system step by step in Bengali language.
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Figure 1 Developed solar system as rendered video using 3ds Max tools

Secondly, we visited one primary school named Ahsania Mohila Mission High School in Dhaka.
There were 50 students (aged 4-9 years). We have categorized students in three groups. The
number of students in first group was 18, second group was 15 and third group was comprised
with 17.
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Figure 2 Number of categorized students for testing our system

A teacher taught the first group of students about our solar system using traditional lecture
method and then students sat for a test comprised with 15 multiple choice questions. Answer to
the questions was related to interactive learning video. Another group of students just watched
our interactive learning materials and answered to the 15 questions. The last group of students
visualized our materials along with teacher’s instructions when needed. Then they sat for
answering the same 15 questions. Figures 3 and 4 are shown interactive learning materials for
group 2 and 3 students respectively.

Figure 3 Playing interactive learning materials in front of second group of students in primary School
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Figure 4 Playing interactive learning materials along with verbal instructions in front of third group of
students

4. RESULT ANALYSIS
The figure 5 is showing the results of our study. We noticed th
that
at eleven students gave 6-10
6
correct answers by learning traditionally by their teacher. On the other hand, 14 students gave
more than 5 correct answers by seeing interactive learning materials once only. But one thing is
very noticeable. When students tau
taught
ght using blending system, maximum students gave 11-15
11
correct answers that are really high compared to other teaching methods.
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Figure 5 Number of questions answered by students from three groups

We also wanted to know the feeling of stud
students when learning materials were playing. All
students were very enthusiastic and wanted to see the video more when we stopped playing our
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video. The students perceived that the video of the solar system made their ideas clear about the
orbit and the planets. Additionally, teacher’s commentary was supportive for their understanding.
The head of the school, Ms Sirazia Begum said about our developed animated materials for
children,
“Definitely these materials will be helpful for students. And they will be quick learner with enjoy
and fun.”
The expression of the Head teacher indicates that they appreciate this new teaching style for their
students.

5. CONCLUSIONS
For this study, we developed interactive learning materials on solar system for primary level
students. We used different types of multimedia applications and software to develop these
materials. We noticed that the impact of interactive learning materials is exclusively high to
improve their learning skills and adaptation by blending learning system. Our method is showing
the improvement of students learning skills especially when interactive learning materials are
used as the main resources by the teacher, although we have no intention the replacement of
traditional education system. Just we wanted to introduce a method for promoting learning and
quick adaptation with learning materials. This study will be helpful for those who want to work
with interactive child education system.
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APPENDIX (Questionnaires in Bengali Language):
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